ALL-NEW ADS X SERIES

Extreme diagnostics
ADS 525X (3945) / ADS 625X (3975)

Experience the extreme performance of ultra-fast,
full system scans, industry-leading vehicle coverage,
latest software technology, and a modular software
subscription for what you need most.
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All-New Bosch ADS 525X and ADS 625X Diagnostics Tools
The next generation of Bosch Diagnostics from the world’s leading diagnostics brand. The extreme
diagnostic scan tools with a flexible, modular software subscription, industry-leading OE-level
vehicle coverage, weeks of battery life, and all-system scans with the fastest times.

Extreme

Engineered and assembled in the USA by Bosch, the ADS X tools feature an intuitive, technicianapproved, user interface and standardized navigation with a consistent information flow for every
make and model providing a customized and exceptionally, easy-to-use experience.
Be confident that the Bosch ADS is built to offer extreme performance and diagnose the vehicles
that come into your shop today, and tomorrow.

Flexibility, Speed and Access

Extreme Flexibility

Extreme Speed

Extreme Access

f Enhance your software subscriptions for what you need
most. All-access coverage for your first year included
plus 30 day free trial of Enhanced Subscription which
includes industry leading, full-system color wiring
diagrams and Repair-Source, a complete on-tool OEM
service and repair information library. You have the
power to upgrade to the Enhanced subscription at
any time.

f Quick-Scan powers all-systems DTC scans that clock in at
under 60 seconds and complete scans in 30 seconds or
less for many vehicle makes and models

f Feast your eyes on the ultra-crisp, widescreen 8" and 10"
displays that provide outstanding visibility indoors and in
bright sunlight

f Complete pre- and post-scan reporting for all possible
systems available for the vehicle will have you flexing your
new diagnostic muscle

f 100% OE-approved for secure vehicle access. Unlock the FCA
Secure Gateway Module (SGW) found in late-model vehicles
seamlessly and in seconds

f Android 9+ software and redesigned VCI hardware gives
you unprecedented, future-proof processing power —
allowing you to browse videos, navigate online resources,
utilize productivity tools and more without breaking
a sweat

f Fix the most vehicles with OE-level vehicle coverage as far back
as 1976, from the world's leading diagnostic brand

f Up to 14 hours of uninterrupted battery life and weeks
of standby time will give you superhuman endurance
f Enjoy the freedom of a wireless VCI and move
throughout the bay with connected ease
f Add accessories effortlessly, including wireless
borescopes, battery testers and more

f J2534-compliant VCI for factory programming with your OE
subscription and PC
f Multipurpose docking station* charges the tablet handset and
powers the VCI providing seamless wireless updates and access
to repair information without being connected to the vehicle
*Included with ADS 625X, available as an upgrade for ADS 525X
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Additional Extreme Features and Support
Backed by Bosch Diagnostics lifetime warranty: With an
active, unlapsed diagnostics subscription

Built-in Wi-Fi and Firefox: For full
browsing capabilities

Dual 5MP front and rear cameras: Enables photos for
sharing and vehicle scan reports

Dual Wi-Fi cards: To maintain web
and wireless VCI connection

Complete diagnostic needs: Auto ID, read/clear
DTCs and DTC types from all controllers, data PIDS,
bidirectional controls, calibrations, resets and relearns

Tablet, AC power adapter and OBD II
cable: With light and voltmeter

Faster processing, printing and file sharing with Android
9+ on the ADS 525X and Android 10+ with expandable
SD card storage up to 512 GB on the ADS 625X

Browse videos, navigate online
resources, utilize productivity tools
and more

Dynamic ADAS calibration capable
Docking station comes standard with
ADS 625X. Optional accessory for
ADS 525X

Integrated with Shop-Ware automotive repair
shop management software

Accessories to complete your Extreme toolkit

VET 100 Circuit Analysis Tool
(3920)
Identify faulty sensors, wiring
harnesses, and/or issues
with PCMs as the next step
after code/no code scan tool
diagnostics. The tool helps
troubleshooting accuracy by
pinpointing circuit diagnostic
component failure.

TPA 300 TPMS (3934)
Activate and read TPMS sensor
data, program sensors, check
remote keyless entry signal and
display sensor data in seconds.

BAT 120 Battery and Starter/
Charger System Tester
(1699501320)
The BAT 120 is a wireless battery
and starting/charging system
tester used with the Bosch ADS
325 and ADS 625 diagnostic
tools. The BAT 120 sends data
directly to an app pre-installed
on the Bosch ADS tools, saving
time and putting more vehicle
diagnostic information on the
scan tool.
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